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The Role of Options in the Resolution of Agency
Problems: A Comment
ROGER E. A. FARMER and RALPH A. WINTER*
THE AIM OF THE contracting literature in economics is to explain observed

contractualarrangements,or organizations,as minimizingthe costs of incentive
conflicts. In the agency cost literature of financial economics, the contractual
arrangementat issue is the mix of securities held by inside managementof a firm
and outside suppliers of capital-the ownership structureof the firm, in Jensen
and Meckling's [8] terminology. In explaining the ownership structure of a
corporation,Jensen and Meckling focus on two sources of agency or incentiveconflict costs: (a) the manager'stendency to consume excessive perquisites,and
(b) the manager'stendency to invest in prospects of high risk so as to effect an
ex post transferfrom bondholdersto stockholders.A recent article in this journal
by Haugen and Senbet [61 examines the role of stock options in resolving these
agency problems and claims to show, in particular, that a call option in the
insider portfolio can eliminate the first type of agency costs.
This article re-examines the role of options in the resolution of agency
problems. We argue, in Section I, that options cannot eliminate the agency
problem of excessive perquisite consumption, contrary to Haugen and Senbet.
The essential point is that unless outside financing can be providedentirely by
riskless debt, then outsiders must have a residualclaim on the net income of the
firmin some states of the world.Outsidersthereforeshare in the costs of increased
perquisite consumption, whatever the ownership structure of the firm. This
negative externality means that excessive perquisiteconsumptionis inevitable.
The question remains:Do call options nonetheless have a role in the mitigation
of agency costs? An insiderportfolio consisting only of equity leaves the manager
with the same proportionof residual claim in each state of the world. We show,
using a formal principal-agentmodel, that the efficient insider's share of profits
is relativelyhigh in favorable(high-profit)states of the world.Insidercall options
arise as means of transferringresidual claim to the managerin favorablestates
of the world relative to low-profit states.
The basic agencymodelhas been solved in substantialgeneralityby Holmstrom
[7] and others. We employ here a more specific model that draws on the
techniques developed by Green and Kahn [4] and that is an extension to
continuous states of the finite-state model of Sappington [12]. The extension
allows a simple characterizationof the optimal contract, a characterizationthat
* Farmeris from the University of Pennsylvania,Departmentof Economics,and Winter is from
the Hoover Institution at Stanford University and the University of Toronto, Department of
Economicsand Faculty of ManagementStudies. We are gratefulto A. McLennan,JacquesCremer,
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reveals the economic intuition behind the role of options. This formal model is
presented in Section II of the paper. Section III contains the main results, and
the final section offers a summary and conjectures related to extensions of the
model.
I. Previous Literature: An Assessment of the Haugen-Senbet Claim
Haugen and Senbet (H-S) adopt the traditionalagency setting of a single ownermanagerwho raises capital for a firm by issuing outside securities. Followingthe
issuance of securities, the managermakes a decision on the amount of perquisite
consumption.The stochastic income of the firm is then realizedand the security
holders (including the manager) are paid. As in Jensen-Meckling, the issuance
of outside equity means that the managerdoes not bear the full costs of increased
perquisite consumption and therefore has an incentive to consume excessive
perquisites. By assumption, the manager cannot contract to consume only the
efficient amount of perquisites.The market anticipates rationallythe manager's
decision, pricing the securities accordingly,and the managerthereforebears the
efficiency cost of the excessive perquisite consumption.
H-S suggest that, in addition to any inside equity, the managershould hold a
call option to buy back the entire firm after the firm's income is observed.They
note that, if the value of the resulting insider portfolio is fully responsive,at the
margin, to an increase in perquisite consumption, then the agency problem is
solved; the manager,bearing the full marginal costs of perquisites, chooses the
efficient amount of perquisites.
Unfortunately, the authors do not investigate the feasibility of an insider
portfoliowith a value that responds dollarfor dollar at the marginto an increase
in perquisites.As H-S note (p. 633), a necessary condition for this is that the ex
ante value of the outside portfolio, consisting of a (1 - a) share of equity plus
the writer'sposition in the call, must be invariant at the margin to a change in
perquisites. Now, the realized value of this outside portfolio is E, the exercise
price, conditional upon the firm's net income exceeding E/(1 - a), since in this
event the call option to purchase the entire outside portfolio is exercised by the
manager.The value of the outside portfolio conditional upon sufficient profits is
thus constant and independentof perquisiteconsumption.
But the outsiders, not the manager, are the residual claimants conditional
upon income not exceeding E/(1 - a). In this event the call option is not
exercised, and the realizedvalue of the outsiders'portfolio varies by (1 - a) for
each dollar change in perquisite consumption. The ex ante value of the outsider
portfolio will therefore fall, when perquisites increase by one dollar, by approximately (1 - a) times the probability that income is less than E/(1 - a). The
outside portfolio will be invariant to perquisites at the margin (and the inside
portfoliofully responsive)only if this probabilityis zero-i.e., only if the call option
is alwaysexercised.
The outside portfolio necessary to eliminate agency costs consists, in sum, of
equity plus a writer'sposition in a call to sell this equity that is exercisedwith a
probabilityof one-a portfolio that yields the exercise price with certainty. But
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this outsiderportfolio could be relabeledsimply as riskless debt, and the insider's
position relabeledas one hundredpercent of the equity.
The upshot of the model is a rediscoveryof a well-known result: If (and only
if) the required amount of outside financing is small enough relative to the
minimumpossible return on assets so that it can be providedby risk-free debt,
the insider is left as the sole residual claimant. There is no separation between
ownershipand control in this case and no agencyproblem.The only "calloption"
that can eliminate agency costs is the allocation of all equity to insiders, in the
case where risk-free debt financing is feasible. Insider call options cannot eliminate agency costs in the nontrivial case (intended by H-S) where risk-free
financing is impossible.

The remainderof this article investigates whether insider call options can be
explained as part of the second-best efficient insider portfolio, which minimizes
but does not eliminate agency costs.
II. The Basic Model
A necessarycondition for an agency problemto arise, in the conventionalsetting
of a single managerseeking outside financing for a firm, is that a contract cannot
be written and enforced costlessly to ensure efficient managerial decisions. In
additionto the impossibilityof completecontracting,positive agencycosts require
that the manager not be the sole residual claimant. This second condition may
be satisfied because the manager is risk averse; in this case it is not optimal to
leave the entire residual claim with the manager (Holmstrom [7], Shavell [13]).
Alternatively,it may not be feasibleto leave the managerwith the entire residual
claim (i.e., to finance with riskless debt) because of limited liability, e.g., limited
wealth, on the part of the manager (Sappington [12]). Even if the manager is
risk neutral, an agency problem arises in this case because outsiders must hold
some part of the residualclaim in at least some states of the world.
Where does the Jensen-Meckling (J-M) model fit into this framework?In the
J-M and H-S models, the manager's preferences are defined over perquisite
consumptionand the marketvalue of the manager'srandomincome stream. The
conditionsunderwhich an individual'srandomincome streamcan be summarized
by its market value, in representing the individual's preferences, are strong:
complete security markets must exist, so that any random income can be
completelyinsured (traded)in the market,or both the individualand the market
must value the income at its expected value and share the same expectations.'
The first of these sufficient conditions, complete markets, is inconsistent with
the existence of an agencyproblem.The assumptionof completemarketsrequires
that economic agents agree upon which state of the world has occurred.But if
the state is observed, the manager's effort conditional upon each state can be
inferredfromthe realizedprofit and can thereforeenter the contract.This means
that the contract is complete, i.e., that agency costs are zero. We suggest,
1 Actually,the necessaryand sufficient condition is a straightforward
generalizationof these two
sufficiencyconditions.
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therefore, that risk neutrality is a necessary implicit assumption in the models
of J-M and H-S.
A wealth constraint is thus critical for agency costs in the Jensen-Meckling
framework.The model analyzed below is the simplest complete frameworkin
which the optimal ownership can be characterizedwhen a wealth constraint is
the source of the agency problem. We assume that economic agents are risk
neutral-partly because this allows us to maintain what we have argued to be
the implicit J-M and H-S assumption, but mainly in order to focus on the
incentive (as opposed to the risk-sharing) role of options in the ownership
structure.2The case of risk aversion is discussed in Section IV. In addition,
within the resultingmodel, an assumptionthat the managermakes the perquisite
or effort decision after the realization of uncertainty turns out to be critical in
explainingrealistic financial structures.The formal model is given by the following set of assumptions:
at an indivisible cost
(Al) A project is available to an entrepreneur-manager3
C. The project yields gross returns, x, that depend upon the manager's
effort e and the realized state of the world 6, 6 E [ 61 C R+. ("Effort"
is equivalent to a reduction in perquisites in Jensen and Meckling's
terminology.)
(A2) The productionfunction x = F(e, 0) yields stochastic constant returnsto
scale.
Assumption (A2) is not essential for all of our results but greatly simplifies the
analysis. Normalizationof units of output and, if necessary, relabelingof states
of the world allow us, by virtue of (A2), to express
F(e, 0) = 0 * e.

(1)4

(A3) The manager's own initial wealth is Wo < C. The manager therefore
raises money by selling a claim S(x) on the observable output x of the
project.M(x) x - S(x) accruesto the manager.
2 B. Klein has stated,

"One should be hesitant to accept risk aversion explanations for contractual terms, because these
explanations are logically equivalent to relying on tastes to explain behaviour and because they
ignore the separate insurance markets that may develop in response to such tastes." (Klein [9,
p. 370].)
While this may be overstating the matter for our purpose of explaining financial contracts, isolating
the possible incentive reasons for contractual terms, as opposed to risk-sharing explanations, is surely
the place to start. Interestingly, Klein goes on to suggest (p. 370) that risk-sharing may be a necessary
explanation of the separation of ownership and control. In our view, as reflected by the limited
liability or wealth constraint in our formal model, it is the differential endowments of managerial
ability and wealth across individuals that is at the heart of the separation of ownership and control.
3 It is not essential that entrepreneurial ability, or the property rights to surplus from the project,
be tied to managerial ability. If instead there is a competitive market for managers, the entrepreneur
bears the agency costs. Following the principal-agent and the agency cost literature generally, we
consider a one-period model. Repetitions would mitigate the agency problem. For an analysis of the
role of reputations in alleviating agency costs, see Fama [2].
4Given a set of states [ 0, f], relabel any state 0 = 1. Define units of output (or effort) such that
F(1, 1) = 1. Then relabel any state 0 by 0(0) = F(e, 0)/F(e, 0) for any e. This procedure is well defined
by assumption (A2). Then F[e, 0] = 0(0)F(e, 0) = O(0)eF(l, 1) = 0e.
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(A4) (Risk-neutral manager) The manager's utility over realized wealth is
given by V = W - v (e), where v ( *) is the disutility of effort.
(A5) (Risk-neutral security market) The security market prices the security
S(x) at the price ES(x). (All monetaryvalues are in present value terms.)
(A6) Neither the manager'seffort e nor the state of the world 6 can enter a
contract with the security market. The effort e is decided upon by the
managerafter the state 0 is known.
(A7) The security market has rational expectations on the choice e(0).
The final assumption that we must make is on the feasible class of sharing
rules from which the optimal rule must be chosen. One alternative would be to
assume that the feasible set consists of those rules that are implementedby the
issuance of equity, debt, and a finite number of options. The following lemma
(provedin the Appendix)describesthis class of rules.
LEMMA:Any piece-wise linear, continuous sharing rule can be implementedby

the issuance of debt,equity, and a finite numberof call options (orput options).
This lemma is straightforwardfrom Ross [10, 11]. As an example, the rule
illustratedin Figure 1 is implementedby the issuance of debt of face value x0 to
the outsiders,equity to both the outsidersand the manager,and three call options
to the manager that come "into the money" as profit reaches x1, x2, and X3,
respectively. These options, written by the outside equity holders, transfer
residual claim from the outsiders to the manager; when the third option is
exercised (at profit levels higher than X3), the manageris left holding all equity;
i.e., M(x) has a slope of one. Any piece-wise linear rule that is convex,such as in
Figure 1, is implemented by an ownership structure that has only the manager
holdingcall options;in general,both insiders and outsiderswill hold call options.5
This paper characterizesthe optimal sharing rule in the limiting but tractable
case of an infinite numberof securities.That is, we take as feasibleany continuous
sharing rule with slope (where differentiable) between zero and one inclusive.
The important implications of this characterizationare the following: (a) any
rule with a derivativethat is higher at x2 than at some x1 < x2 is implementedin
the limit by an ownershipstructurethat includes call options in insiderportfolios;
and (b) any convex rule is implemented in the limit by an ownership structure
that includes call options held only by the insider.
III. Analysis of the Optimal Ownership Structure
The optimalcontract S (x) that the manageroffersthe securitymarketmaximizes
his or her expected utility subjectto the financing constraint that enough capital
is raisedto pay the cost of the project,the incentivecompatibility(or "credibility")
constraint that the effort level promisedis in the manager'sself-interest ex post,
and the limited liability constraint that the proceeds of the project cover the
promised payment to outside capital at the realized profit. By the lemmas of
Harris and Townsend [5], the optimal contract problem,denoted by P-A, can be
5 We identify a financial policy as the issuance of particularamounts of debt, equity, and call
options.Of course,fromput-callparitythere is an equivalentrelabelingof any policy in terms of debt,
equity,and put options (or any other combinationof three of the fourtypes of securities).
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Figure 1. Piece-Wise Linear Sharing Rule for Manager

shown to be equivalent to the derivation of the optimal direct mechanism, a
hvDotheticalcontract in which the payment and effort are specified as functions
of the state reportedby the agent,,subject to the constrailntthat the agent must
have the incentive to reveal the true state. This equivalence, which allows a
tractableanalysis of the optimal contract, means that the optimalcontract solves
implicitly the followilngproblem,which we denote by P-A '.'
P-A ': Maximizes(o),e(O)Eo1F[e(O)j
01- S(O) - ve(O)I},

(2)7

subjectto
Financing Constraint:EoS(O) -:C - Wo

(3)

Incentive Compatibility:(VO)0 E=argmax,,F[e(m), 0]
-S(m) - v[e(m)]
and
Limited Liabilityof Manager: (VO)S(O) !--F[e(O), 01.

(4)
(5)

Thus, the optimal financing problemcan be formulatedas i)fthe managersells
the security S (0) to finance the project and the market rel'ieson the managerto
'Most of the derivationin this section parallelsthe finite-state model of Sappington[121and is
thereforekept brief. See Sappingtonor Farmer[3] for relateddetails.
'This objectivefunction requiressome clarification.The timing of events in the model and the
correspondingcash flows to managementare the following:With initial wealth WO,the manager
issues the security (sharingrule) S(O) collectingES(8), pays the cost C, and then ex post collects the
net proceeds F[.] - V(.) and pays out S(0). The realized payment to the manager is therefore
Wo'+ E[S(O)I- C + F. -I- V(.) + S(0). Taking expectations,the manager'sobjectiveis to maximize
Wo+ F - C - V, i.e., to maximizethe net value of the project.This problemis equivalentto (2) since
the constraint (3) is binding at the optimum. We maintain the objective function (2) since it is
standardexpressionin the principal-agentframeworkthat we are applying.
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announce the state. Because the optimal security satisfies the limited liability
constraint, the security market knows that the project constitutes sufficient
collateralfor the security.The markettrusts the managerto announcethe correct
state because the incentive compatibilityconstraint is met.
As a standardof comparisonfor the solution of P-A ', it is useful to characterize
the solution to the completecontractingproblemof maximizingthe objectivewith
respect to e(0) and S(0), in the absence of any constraint. This is easily shown
to yield the (first-best) effort, denoted by e* (0) and given by the Kuhn-Tucker
condition:
Ve[e*(O)]] = 0,

(6)

V'1 () > 0; e*(8) = 0 otherwise.

(7)

e*(0)[Fe[e*(0), 0]

-

whence, from (1),
e*(8) = V' (O) if

At any state 0, define the (ex post) agency cost of any contract to be
F[e* (0), 0]- F[e(0), 0] + v[e(0), 0] - v[e* (0), 0]. In this simple model, the agency

cost is the surplus lost, ex post, due to the impossibility of writing a complete
contract (the component of agency costs defined as the residual loss in Jensen
and Meckling). The characterizationof the optimal financial structure as the
optimaldirect mechanismmakes it clear that the solution minimizesthe expected
agency costs.
To provide a tractable characterizationof the solution, we must impose some
conditionson the exogenousparametersof the model.Let H(0) be the distribution
of 0 on [ 01 with density h (0). Then the hazard rate of the distribution is
r(0) = h(0)/[1

-

H(0)]. We shall eventually impose conditions on the first two

derivativesof r. Initially, we adopt the following assumption:
(A8) r' (0) 2 0. Equivalently, the hazard rate of the distribution of output,
conditional upon any effort level, is increasing.
(A8) is imposed in order to rule out certain boundary solutions and it allows a
simple characterizationof the optimal contract. It is a condition that is satisfied
by a large class of density functions, e.g., "the Exponential, the Gamma and
Weibull with degrees of freedomparameterlargerthan 1, the Normal Distribution, La Place, and the uniform."8
For ,6 E (0, 1), define 04(0, ,6) = 0 - if'/r(0). The following proposition

characterizesthe (second-best)effort level that is forthcomingunderthe optimal
contract. (Propositions are proved in the Appendix.)
PROPOSITION 1: Under assumptions (A1)-(A8), the solution to P-A' will specify

the following effort supply:
e(8) = e*[P(0, VI)]
for i

=

1

-

y-1,where -y 2 0 is the shadow price on the financing constraint.

8 (Barlow and Proschan [1, p. 79].) Assumptions on the distributionof 0 can be interpretedas
assumptionson the distributionof output given an effort level, since output = Oe.
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For all e* (0) > 0, the solution e'(0) to P-A ' satisfies
COROLLARY:
e(8) < e*(0) if 0 <0,
(0 )

=

e*(0 ) otherwise.

Proposition 1 states that the manageracts in each state 0 as if he or she owned
the projectbut as if the state were 0 (0, ,6)ratherthan 0. As a corollary,the effort
suppliedis less than underthe completecontractin every state except the highest.
This result, that even with a sharing rule not constrained to be piece-wise
linear the first-best effort is unattainable, contradicts the claim of Haugen and
Senbet that a single call option can resolve the agency problem of perquisite
choice.
The deficiency in effort as comparedto the first-best but unattainablee* (0) is
due to the externality imposed by outside financing. The manager is forced to
sharethe marginalreturnto any extra effort input in the projectwith the security
holders.
Note that the bias in effort is related to the constant shadow price on the
financing constraint (3) and to the hazard rate function r(0) = h(0)/[1

-

H(0)].

Clearly, the greater the need for outside financing and the larger the shadow
price on the financing constraint, the greater the agency problem. To understand why the hazard rate enters as a determinant of realized agency costs,
consider (heuristically) the effect of raising the residual return to the manager,
M' (0) 1 - S' (0), in some state of the world 0, while leaving it unchangedin
other states. The benefit of doing so is to increase the manager's incentive to
exert effort when 0 is realized,a benefit that is proportionalex ante to h(0), the
probabilitythat the state 0 is realized(and the numeratorof the hazardfunction).
But an effect of increasing M'(0) in the state 0 is to decrease S(.) in all states
higherthan 0. This decreasemust be offset by additionalfinancing and therefore
has a cost proportionalto the shadow price on the financing constraint and to
1 - H(0), the probability of higher states (and the denominator of the hazard
function).
Exactly the same reasoning explains the result, proved below, that efficiency
requiresa higher residual return for the managerin good (higher output) states
than in bad states. The incentive benefit for greaterresidualreturnexists in both
cases, but the shadowcost-through the financing constraint-of decreasingthe
total payment to the market in all higher states is greater in bad states than in
good states. In the highest state 0, this shadow cost is zero, and the manager
receivesthe full residualreturn.At the lower limit, M(x) = 0 for all output below
the (endogenous) minimum possible output since the efficiency benefits of
positive residualreturn are zero.9
2: The solution to P-A satisfies
PROPOSITION
Sx(F[e*(6), 0]) = O,
9Note that the reason that efficiency requiresa higherresidualreturnto the managerin a higher
state is not that the manager'sproductivityis high in that state. This incentive is exactly offset by
the fact that output-and hence the shadowprice of increasingthe manager'stotal payment in that
state-is also higherunder stochasticconstant returnsto scale.
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S(x) = x for x c F[e( ), 0],
wheree(0) is the effortsupply under S( *).
Thus, the slope of the optimal sharing rule, Sx, is unity for sufficiently low
output and zero at the highest output. An immediate implication of Proposition
2, from the discussion in the last paragraphof Section I, is our main result.
COROLLARY:
The optimalcontractis implementablein the limit by (and only by)
an ownershipstructurethat includescall options in insiderportfolios.

In the most general case, one might expect that Sx is not monotone in x and
thereforethat the efficient ownership structureincludes call options in outsider
portfoliosas well. Warrantsor convertibledebt, which are observed,could equally
play the role of call options held in outside portfolios and written by insiders.
Undertwo reasonableassumptions,however,the residualreturnto the security
market decreases monotonicallyin output:
(A9) The manager'sdisutility of effort function v (e) satisfies v "' > 0.
The distributionH(0) must satisfy
(A10) 1/r(0)

[1 - H(0)]/h(0) is concave in 0.10

Assumption (A9) is consistent with the idea that there is a positive level of
effort, e, that cannot be exceeded. Closerto e, an additionalunit of effort is more
costly for the manager-so much so that the additional wealth necessary to
compensate the manager for incurring the extra effort is a convex function of
effort. Assumption (A10) is a regularity condition satisfied by a number of
distributionsincluding, for example, the normal and the uniform distributions.
3: Underassumptions(Al)-(A10), the optimalsolutionS(x) to the
PROPOSITION
problemP-A is concave.
In sum, under plausible conditions efficiency requires that the manager's
residualclaim on output be an increasingfunction of output and, therefore,that
the limiting efficient ownership structure contain call options held only by the
manager.
IV. Conclusions and Extensions
This paper analyzes the problem of efficient ownership structure under the
simplest set of conditions giving rise to an agency problem. When a managerentrepreneurcannot fully finance investment with riskless debt, the residual
return to investment must be shared with security holders. The optimal ownership structuresolves the problemof dividingresidualreturnacross states between
the manager and the security market, subject to the constraint that sufficient
capital be raised. We argue that the manager'sproportionateshare of residual
returnis greaterin the high-outputstates because the shadowcost-through the
0 An equivalent assumption could be made on the distributionof output, which is observable,
conditionalupon any effort level.
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financing constraint-of increasingthis share is lower in the high-outputstates.
This provides an efficiency explanation of call options in managerialcompensation packages.
A number of issues and extensions to the analysis are left open. The case of
the manager'sdecision prior to 0 was investigated and found to yield a discontinuous sharing role (specifically,a "bang-bang"solution to the control problem).'1
This we regard as support for our assumption of asymmetric information in
explaining realistic financial structures. An open issue is the characterization
within the model of the optimal capital structurein the real-worldcase of a finite
numberof securities. As one element of such a characterization,we show in an
earlier version of this paper that (under suitable regularityconditions) the debt
issued in the optimal ownershipstructurewill always be risky. Debtholders-not
just equityholders-are, therefore, residual claimants in some states, and the
optimal financial structureinvolves an interiortradeoffbetween the agency costs
of equity and those of debt.
The extension of the analysis to the case of risk-averse agents would be
important,our argumentsin favor of the risk-neutralityassumption (footnote 2)
notwithstanding.Our conjectureis that under assumptions on preferences that
generate a linear sharing rule when only risk sharing is at stake-that the
manager'sutility over wealth and a representativeoutsider'sutility both belong
to the class of HARA utility functions-the optimal sharing rule under our full
set of assumptionswouldstill be convex. The risk-sharingadvantagesof linearity
would be balanced, at the margin, with the incentive advantages of increased
convexity that we have documentedhere.'2
A more important extension would be to introduce the additional agency
problem associated with the management decision on the selection of investments. A natural assumption would be that this decision is taken immediately
after the contract is struck but before the state of the world is realized. Under
our risk-neutrality assumption, an all-equity insider portfolio would solve the
agencyproblemassociatedwith investment projectselection;this portfolio would
leave the manager'simplicit prices or weights across states, in the valuation of
projects, exactly proportionalto the prices representingthe collective interests
of the managerand outside securityholders.But the optimal ownershipstructure,
we conjecture,wouldbalance at the marginthis benefit of a proportionalsharing
rule with the advantagesof convexity that are demonstratedin this article. The
optimal rule would still be convex and would therefore include call options."
The details of this solution are in a technical appendixavailablefromthe authors.
In this case of a risk-aversemanager,the minimumpossible share of profit to the managermay
be positive. This minimumcould be interpretedas a wage.
1 The combination of the two extensions suggested may yield a proof of the efficiency of call
options based on the agency problemassociated with the manager'sinvestment choice rather than
the effort or perquisite choice. Jensen and Meckling (p. 353) argue essentially that a contract
includingwages may leave a manager'sclaim on residualreturnshigherin states of bankruptcythan
in favorablestates, and that this may result in a bias in the selectionof investmentor in the operating
characteristicsof the firm. Stock options mitigate this bias by giving the managera claim on the
uppertail of the income distribution.
12
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Proof of Lemma: We show constructively that an arbitrary piece-wise linear
sharingrule can be implementedby an appropriatelychosen financial policy. Let
M be an arbitrarysharing rule (for the manager)with linear segments of slope
between 0 and 1. M is characterizedby a vector (X0, ** , Xn, X**,
Xn), with
0 < Xi< 1, such that
M(x) = Xox+

(X- - Xi-1)Max(0,x - xi-1).

Zn=i

(Al)

Considerthe following financial policy:
1. Issue an amount Xoxoof debt to the managerand an amount (1 - Xo)xoof
debt to the outside market.
2. Issue X1N shares of equity to the manager and (1 - Xq)N shares to the
outside market,where N is an arbitrarybut large number.
3. For i > 1: if Xi> Xi-1,have the outside marketwrite (Xi- Xi_1)Ncall options
at an exercise price (xi1 - xo)/N, to be allocated to the manager.Each call
option is the right to buy one share, ex post, from the writer at the exercise
price. If Xi< Xi,-, have the manager write (Xi-1- i)N calls to be sold to
the market.
Since none of the call options is a warrant,the stock of the firm is not diluted
when they are exercised. The ex post value of a share as a function of the profit
x of the firm is, therefore, EQ(x) = max[0, (x - xo)/N]. The realizedvalue of a
call option with exercise price (xi1

max[0, EQ(x)

-

(xi1

M
max 0,rm

-

-

xo)/N is

xo)N]
( x

-

xo)

-

_(xi-,

xo)

Nx]

x-_'N

=

max[0, (x - xi-,)IN]

The value of the call writer's position is, of course, the negative of this. Adding
the values of securities in the manager'sportfolio yields the right-hand side of
(Al). Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition1: The proof parallels the proof of Theorem 1 in Farmer
[3]. The solution to P-A' involves the optimization of a Hamiltonian subject to
the non-negativityconstraintse (0) 2 0 and e6> 0. The second of these constraints
follows from the second-orderconditions for incentive compatibility(see Farmer
[3] for details). The Hamiltonian takes the form
H = [e()

-

S(O)

-

V(e)]h(0) + yS(0)

-

C + WO]+ p1(0

-

Ve)eo + p2e0,

wherePi and P2 are co-state variablesassociated with S(0) and e(0). We treat e0
as a control variable;S( 0 ), S(O), e(0), and e(O) as control parameters;and S(0)
and e(0) as state variables.The first-orderincentive compatibilityconstraint has
been used to eliminate Sofrom the Hamiltonian (So= ( -Ve )eo). Optimalchoice
of eoimplies
Pl(0-

Ve) + P2 = 0.

(A2)
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The Euler-Lagrangeequations take the form
dp = (1 - y)h (0),
dO

(A3)

dp2 =
dO

(A4)

h(9)(9

-

Ve) +piVeeeo,

where y is the shadow price of the financing constraint. Differentiating (A2)
using (A3) and (A4) yields
9 = Ve+ Pi.

(A5)

'yh

The transversalityconditions to P-A' yield

0,

Pi 0) =

PA(U) = Qi 2 0,

(A6)

where Qi is strictly positive if the wealth constraint is binding. (In this case
S(O) cannot be freely chosen and the control problembecomes one with a fixed
initial condition.) Integrating (A3) yields
pi() = p1i()
which implies, together with (A6),

(A7)

+ (1 - y)H(0),

(7 - 1) = Qi> 0.

(A8)

Now define ,- (-y - 1)/fy and note that (A8) implies ,6E [0, 1]. Then we may
use (A6)-(A8) to show that
(y - 1) (1 - H(0))

pi(0)

h(O)

-y

'yh(O)

A('

r(O)'A9

But then (A5) yields
[

-

(A10)

()]

which is the first-best optimal condition with 9 replacedby 9 - i1/r(O). Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition2: Incentive compatibilityrequiresthat
MaxmOe(m) - S(m) - V[e(m)]

(All)

occurs at m = 0 for all 0. (m is the message that the manager conveys to the
market.) First-orderconditions for (All) imply
Oeo - So

-

Veeo = 0.

(A12)

By totally differentiating (A12) and comparingthe result with the second-order
conditions for (All), it follows that eo> 0 if the contract is incentive compatible.
From this it follows that, along any incentive-compatiblecontract revenue,
x e (9)-0 will be increasing in 0, and so we can describe the state associated
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with any observedrevenuelevel as a function 0(x). The sharingrule S' (0), which
solves P-A', will implicitly define the function S(x), which solves P-A, and the
derivativeS, will be given by the chain rule
(A13)

Sx = SI0X.

By using (A12) and (A10), it follows that
= r(0r)'

(A14)

where a(0) is the derivative of the solution to P-A ' for effort supply,
e'(B)-e

(0(, y)]

Oxis found by differentiating the function x = e'(0) 0 and using the inverse
function theorem
Ox=e+1

(A15)

Combining(A14) and (A15) yields
{l'eo

(A16)

1

But, since
1 _1-H(O)
h( )
r(0)

=

it follows that Sx[e,() *F = 0.
The second part of Proposition 2 follows directly from our assumption that
limited liability is a binding constraint in at least one state. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition3: S(x) is concave if Sxxs 0. But we can write Sx in the
form (from (A16))
x

r(0)[0(x) + g(x)]

(A17)

where
g(

=-0(x)f

(A18)

Now
Sxx =y

-'V

[r(Ox+ gx) + (0 + g)r~x0],

where D is the denominatorof (A17).
Differentiating (A18) gives
=

.2

(A19)
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Notice that gx > 0 if e,oo< 0 and that this is a sufficient condition to guarantee
S.. < 0 since 0A> 0 (see the proof of Proposition 2) and ro> 0 (by assumption
(A8)). By definition,
e'(0) - e* [O(, y)].
(A20)
But by assumption (A9) (v "' > 0) and assumption (A10) (concavity of 1/r(O)),
e*(.) and (., 'y) are concave functions; hence, eoo<O. Q.E.D.
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